
Cross Country Basics for Parents and Students 

Cross Country Practice Schedule and Protocol (Pay CLOSE Attention!): 
I hope to be able to have some practices/fun runs in the park to keep to juices flowing!  These will be 
scheduled in a more fluid manner and cannot be set in stone at this time.  Cross country practice this 
year will begin at 6:30am, once school starts. Practice location drop off will be more fluid this year as we 
will not have unfettered access to the bus.  Practices will be held in Trinity Park, unless otherwise 
communicated, and will drop off at the Trinity River Park round-about off of Forest Park.  A map to 
this location is attached.  For reference, it is on the West side of Forest Park about a mile past the 
railroad track crossing to the North of I-30.  Headed North on Forest Park, you will see it on the left.  You 
will have to pass by it and take a U-turn at a convenient point to come back around to it.  The students 
will leave their belongings in the coaches’ cars.  The bus will pick the students up at the park (generally 
around 7:35am) and return them to school to shower and get ready for class.  The meet schedule and 
full practice schedule will be e-mailed to you soon but Cross Country is a sport that tends to get 
scheduled later than everything else, as we are at the mercy of the meet organizers. Most meets take 
place on Saturday morning and there are occasional weekday meets as well. We will have our first 
practice on Monday, August 6, 2018 from 8:00-9:00am. You will need to drop your students off at the 
Trinity Park practice location.  Until school starts, you will also need to pick up your students from 
practice at 9:00am!  Athletic Physical forms MUST be turned in before student athletes may 
practice/compete.  If you have not yet turned in your form and cannot have it available for practice on 
Monday, August 6, 2018 please inform Coach Brown in advance.  There will be four practices at Trinity 
Park before school starts: 8/6, 8/7, 8/9, and 8/13.  All will begin at 8:00am and end at 9:00am.  We 
will have a warm-up meet at High Point Academy at 6:30pm on Tuesday August 14, 2018. 

Before Training/Competing: 
It is important that students have a light snack before training and competing because they will need the 
energy for the work out. However, it is not recommended that they eat a large meal or they may indeed 
see it again as they are running.  Sugar provides you with quick energy but protein gives you energy over 
a long period of time.  Eat a breakfast that has protein in it for our training days. For days that we have 
meets 15 minutes before the race drinking some sport drink or something with more sugar will give you 
quick energy for the race.  

Also try to avoid overly sugary food and fatty foods during any athletic season. You don't have to be 
perfect but your body will perform better if you eat well. It is also important that you drink WATER – not 
coffee, not fruit juice etc. before training. Water is an important resource.  

What to bring/wear:  
The shorts and shirts you wear when you are training should be made from fabrics that wick away 
moisture and sweat. This will keep you dry and comfortable during your runs. Cotton will be OK for a 
shirt but may cause chaffing as the material rubs and sticks to you and you run.  

We will provide uniform shorts and a uniform tank top for our meets but it is recommended that boys 
especially buy compression shorts to wear underneath their meet shorts and girls should wear a sports 
bra/under tank with their meet tank top.  

Running doesn't require a lot of gear but you will also need a quality pair of running shoes. A skilled 
running shoes salesperson will guide your selection. Makes sure you get your feet measured. Running 



shoes do not match the size of your other shoes. Your feet tend to swell when you run and if you get 
them too small you will not be comfortable. We also suggest trying multiple pairs and brands. The same 
size in different brands feels different. Some shoes come wider etc. 

Uniform care: 
Please, please, please take care of the uniforms!  This means being careful when washing and trying not 
to “bake” them in the drier.  The uniforms are intended to last and be a great addition to the team!  

Other Training Information: 
During Cross Country season we recommend students drink plenty of water. A good rule of thumb is to 
take their body weight and divide it in half. That is the number of oz. recommended per day. If they 
aren’t drinking water before training and meets they will easily get dehydrated especially in this Texas 
heat.  

If students want to train on their own before our first practice and on a weekend days during the season 
(highly recommended – try just running around the block) here is a work-out regimen we ask our 
student athletes follow: 

Dynamic Warm-Up: 
A dynamic warm-up uses stretches that are “dynamic”, meaning you are moving as you stretch.  Gone 
are the days of counting to 10 while you pull on a muscle.  Dynamic stretching is ideal as the core of a 
warm-up routine for several reasons: 

1. It activates muscles you will use during your workout. For example, a lunge with a twist is a 
dynamic stretching exercise that engages your hips, legs, and core muscles. Whether you are 
doing weighted lunges in the gym, or lunging for a soccer ball, the muscles involved have already 
been engaged during your warm-up. 

2. Dynamic stretching improves range of motion. So if you feel like you can barely bend over to tie 
your shoes after a long day at work, a dynamic warm-up routine can help you feel more limber. 

3. Dynamic stretches improve body awareness. If you don’t warm-up and hop into a soccer game, 
it may take a while for your body to perform optimally. Moving as you stretch challenges your 
balance and coordination; skills that could help your performance. 

4. Warming up in motion enhances muscular performance and power. Studies reveal dynamic 
stretching before a workout can help you lift more weight and increase overall athletic 
performance compared to no stretching or static stretching. If you are trying to get stronger, 
build more muscle, or simply perform better, a dynamic warm-up routine is likely your best bet. 

Example Dynamic Warm-Up Routine: 

1. Lunge with a twist (simply to lunge without a twist as needed) 
2. Knee to chest (a/k/a knee pulls, grab calf and pull knee to chest, alternating legs as you walk) 
3. High kicks (kick a straight right leg up while reaching out with left arm and touch toe to hand 

while keeping leg straight.  Alternate legs as you move forward) 
4. Body weight squats (a/k/a air squats) 
5. Walk on toes (then heels) 
6. Grapevine (a/k/a karaoke) 
7. Burpees 

 



 
Beginner XC Summer Training Program: 
If this will be your first or second year to run XC, you need to prepare your body for the heat and for the 
distance. Training in the summer should be solely about building endurance with NO WORRIES about 
SPEED. We work in speed training as the season approaches and as the season is in full swing. Training is 
all about being at your best at the championship meets, not on Day 1! It’s about discipline. Now is about 
laying the groundwork for what is to come. It’s a great metaphor for our spiritual lives.  
 
"Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one receives the prize? So run that you may 
obtain it. Every athlete exercises self-control in all things. They do it to receive a perishable wreath, but 
we an imperishable. So I do not run aimlessly; I do not box as one beating the air. But I discipline my 
body and keep it under control, lest after preaching to others I myself should be disqualified.” I 
Corinthians 9:24-27 
 
Sample Week 
Mon: Jog 1 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Jog 1 mile 
Tues: Jog 1/2 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Run 1 mile moderately hard; Jog 1/2 mile 
Wed: Jog 1 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Jog 1 mile 
Thurs: Jog 1/2 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Run 1 1/2 mile moderately hard; Jog 1/2 mile 
Fri: Jog 1 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Jog 1 mile 
Sat:  Rest 
Sun:  Jog 2 miles slow 
 
More advanced Runners Training Program: 
If you have run XC before and know what it is like to build a base for endurance, and have 
maintained that base, your week may look like this: 
 
Sample Week: 
 
Mon: Jog 1 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Jog 2 miles 
Tues: Jog 1 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Run 1 mile moderately hard; Jog 1 mile as cool down 
Wed: Jog 1 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Jog 2 mile 
Thurs: Jog 1 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Run 2 miles moderately hard; Jog 1/2 mile as cool down 
Fri: Jog 1 mile; Dynamic Warm-Up; Jog 1 mile 
Sat:  Rest 
Sun:  Jog 3 miles slow 
 
Additional tips for runners: 

1. Arms:  To increase your pace, speed up your arm swing. Set you pace with your arms slowing 
down or speeding up like a metronome and your legs will follow the lead.  Relax the shoulders 
and arms by keeping hands at waist level not pumping around your chest. Bend arms at a 90 
degree angle, swing them straight forward and backward and relax the hands. 
 

2. Torso: Stay Centered. Newbies tend to lean too far forward and take long strides that cause 
each footfall to act like a break against the body's momentum. Run tall, look up, shorten your 
stride, and your feet will land beneath your center of gravity. This saves energy and reduces 
impact forces on the knees and ankles. 
 



3. Beef up the glutes: The weakest muscles in beginners are typically the stride-driving glutes. To 
strengthen these on your own do walking lunges. 
 

4. Hamstring: Stay flexible. Your hams flex the knee and absorb impact and lift your feet. 
Prolonged sitting (like a day at school) makes them short, tight, and vulnerable to pulls. Touch 
your toes 5x twice a day and holding each for 15 seconds.  
 

5. Lower Leg: Shin splints are caused by the overuse of the tibialis and soleus muscles in the lower 
leg. To avoid shin splints you have to increase your mileage incrementally and slowly. This is why 
some additional running on your own will help. Also walking across the room with on your heels 
with your toes up a few times and ankle rotations help.  
 

6. Quads: Keep them lose after workouts.  Be sure to rub out tight muscles and rid them of lactic 
acid (and stay hydrated posted work-out!). Your quads are the largest and strongest muscle 
group in your body because they control its heaviest bone: the femur.  
 

7. Knees: When you take long slow steps all your body weight comes down on each knee. 
Speeding up your running or taking more steps per minute applies less weight in each step.  
Also step soft. Muscles respond to commands from your brain. Imagine you are running on 
eggshells and soften your foot-strikes. 
 

8. CORE: In athletics, and physical fitness broadly, it begins and ends with the CORE.  Here are two 
excellent exercises: 
 

a. Planks: Lie on your stomach and raise up onto your toes and forearms. Your toes should 
be about hip distance apart with your elbows resting on the floor directly under your 
shoulders. Straighten out your body so you have a straight line from the top of your 
head to your heels and be sure that your abdominal muscles are engaged. Hold the 
position for 30 seconds. Work your way up to the point where you can hold the pose for 
a minute or more.  To work the obliques (side abdominal muscles), perform the same 
move on your side. Balance on your right elbow and outer edge of your right foot, 
creating a straight line from your feet up to your head. Hold for 30 seconds, working up 
to a minute or more, before switching sides. 
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b. Superman: This move targets your entire back, an essential part of your core. Lie on 
your stomach with your arms and legs extended so you look like Superman flying 
through the air. Lift your right arm with the left leg, then alternate sides. Practice 
variations of this move by only lifting the arms or only lifting the leg, or both arms and 
both legs at the same time. Focus on extending your limbs long and out rather than 
simply lifting up. 

 

 

Head Coach: 
Coach Nick Brown 
nickbrown524@sbcglobal.net 
817-657-6384 

Assistant Coach: 
Coach Travis Holmes 
travis.holmes12@yahoo.com 
972-342-5557 

Assistant Coach: 
Coach Laura High 
kirkandlaurahigh@sbcglobal.net 
817-691-1615 
 

1 Corinthians 9:24-27Good News Translation (GNT) 
24 Surely you know that many runners take part in a race, but only one of 
them wins the prize. Run, then, in such a way as to win the prize.25 Every 
athlete in training submits to strict discipline, in order to be crowned with a 
wreath that will not last; but we do it for one that will last forever. 
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Map to Trinity Park Drop-off/Pick-up for ad hoc trainings 
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